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Technology of Secret Space Programs
• Without needing to unravel the UFO topic, the important fact of UFO 

research: the government has suppressed many forms of advanced 
technologies, including advanced energy generation systems, anti 
gravity systems & healing technologies 

• US Patent & Trademark Office reports that thousands of patents have 
been classified for “national security” reasons

• Inventors who rediscover are often intimidated, bought out or 
mysteriously die

• Bottom line: already proven free energy technologies could address: 
pollution, poverty, homelessness, and the widening gap between the 
rich and poor
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Advanced Technology Examples
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John Bedini “School Girl” Motor Replication
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Thomas Townsend 
Brown (1905 – 1985)
• “Enigmatic scientist who 

demonstrated the link between 
electricity and gravity in the 1920s

• Disappeared into classified military 
& covert intelligence research

• Discovered “Biefeld Brown Effect” 
which is a form of antigravity

• Dismissed conventionally by claims 
his antigravity does not work in a 
vacuum - which are contradictory
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Classified Technology Example: “Dr B.” Engineer
• “Someone from NASA Ames … took me to dinner... 

• $50,000 grant [to] come up with an idea to cut down wind 
resistance on commercial airliners to get better fuel 
economy out of a jet. 

• “[Sent plans to] make the [737 plane] engine a flame jet 
generator, because it's a very great source of static 
energy. There are millions of ergs of electricity being 

• “[you can] put a positive charge across the front ... the 
wings. We'll put a negative charge on the trailing surfaces 
… We'll use Mylar as insulation. We'll use platinum 
rhodium plates [for positive charge]. 

• ….it'll shoot out a positive charge of particles out in front 
in a trail, so it'll cut the wind resistance to almost nothing 
in the 737
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Flame Jet Generator Application
• “I sent him some drawings. And the guy calls me 

back in a week and says…  “this is way beyond what 
we wanted from you. He says we can't do this. We 
can't do this.”

• I said, why not? It'll work. He says, yes it'll work, but 
we didn't want anything this technical. [I found this] 
really weird, this conversation. 

• [Later from Mark Mcandlish] … found out he 
designed the front-edge of a B-2 Bomber, which 
goes supersonic... it freaked them out, because I 
gave them a classified design...
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Stan Meyer, Springs Inventor (1940 – 1998)
• Electrolysis (Water)  

powered car

• Rejected buyout offers 
by Army

• Claimed “Arabs wanted 
to offer me $250 
million to stop today.”

• 1998 died at a 
restaurant, claimed 
‘They poisoned me’
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Seymour Cray (1925 – 1996)
• Gallium Arsenide chip technology formed “Cray 3” 

super computer - headquartered in Colorado Springs

• GaAs is more resistance to radiation damage, 
excellent for outer space electronics

• Dr. Bill Deagle claimed Cray Computer tech was taken 
and classified by the US Air Force, and that it was 
developed much further than is publicly known, and 
that he witnessed a "Cray 5" computing array in 
operation. 

• Deagle claimed that Cray died in a mysterious car 
crash, possible assassination
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Classified Programs
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Underground Facilities Hold Advanced Tech
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Tunnel Boring Machines
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Tunnel Boring
• 7 miles per day

• High-energy impact lasers

• Underground trains travel 
at Mach 2

• 130+ underground “cities” 
under the United States 

• Cities 5-7 cubic miles

• 1.5 – 4.5 miles down

(Bill Deagle + Phil Schneider 
corroborating testimony)
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Majestic 12 & MAJI Control
• In 1947 President Truman acted in 

Response to Roswell & other incidents

• Majestic 12 Group of experts formed 
Sept. 1947 by Truman, and reported 
directly and exclusively under his 
authority, formed MAJI

• “Tasked with responsibility of providing 
answers to a most troublesome and 
disturbing phenomenon, that of other-
world visitation and what it portends for 
the human family”

• “Controlled” by Office of Naval 
Intelligence – A.H.
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National Security 
Act of 1947
• Passed July 1947, weeks after 

the Roswell Crash

• Created the National 
Security Council

• Created Air Force

• Created the CIA

• Compartmentalization that 
eventually cut out the 
president

• Specified “national security” 
secrecy exemptions
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Col. Steve Wilson
Leaked Chart
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Air Force Illegal Land Seizure of 1984
• In March 1984 the Air Force posted armed guards along the 

access points to the 89,000 acres of public land to the east 
and north of Groom Lake (Area 51)

• John Rittenhouse, representative for the Air Force was called 
before Congress in 1984 (House Interior public lands 
committee) to testify

• When asked about the legal authority, Rittenouse said orders 
came from a higher authority and “he couldn't 'go further' 
except in a closed briefing”

• Only in 1987 did Congress officially transfer the land from the 
public to the Air Force
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Eisenhower “Got Sold Out” - Corroborated by 
CIA Agent & Stephen Lovekin
• Stephen Lovekin was in the White house 

“Communications Center” and saw UFO reports 
gradually escape Eisenhower’s oversight

• Eisenhower had to send CIA agents to MAJIC at Area 
51 since information was not being sent back, 
threatened to invade with the 1st Army from CO

• Agent “Kewper” saw/reported ET beings being held

• Eisenhower pulled back, gradually got less and less 
information

• Warned of the potential “disastrous rise” of 
misplaced power the “military Industrial complex” in 
farewell speech
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JFK Ordered UFO Files 10 Days Before Death
• Nov 12, 1963 - JFK 

Ordered: “UFO 
intelligence files… 
Classification review”

• MAJI Burned Memo: 
Director of Central 
Intelligence "As you 
must know, Lancer 
[JFK] has made some 
inquiries regarding our 
activities, which we 
cannot allow.”
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Top 4 Intelligence Agency Budgets

A 1996 bipartisan commission report described the NRO as having by far the largest 
budget of any intelligence agency, and "virtually no federal workforce"
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NRO – National Reconnaissance Office: 
CIA + Air Force Assets
• NRO was established 1961, went public officially in 1992

• John Maynard (Army Intelligence Security Agency & DIA):  “as far as 
UFO and intelligence and extraterrestrial matters go, its right at the 
top”

• Accidentally discovered that half of the radar satellites that are 
supposed to be looking at earth are “pointed towards outer space, 
towards the moon, towards areas that are just blank space”

• When he inquired, was told "Well you got to have a need to know 
to know about that.”
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Secret Space Programs – Corroborated by Corey 
Goode, William Tompkins, Arthur Neumann, others
• Air Force Space Command – DIA connected

• Space based platforms, bases on Moon & Mars

• Office of Naval Intelligence (MAJIC)
• “Solar Warden” – Bases throughout solar system

• “Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate” - Breakaway Civilization
• Bases extending into other star systems

• “Interplanetary League of Nations” – Other countries thrown a bone

• Much Older German Breakaway Fleet

• Secret Space Program “Alliance” - renegade breakaway faction moving us 
towards a Full Disclosure
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It’s Past Time for Disclosure
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Dec 2017: Advanced Aerospace Threat 
Identification Program Disclosed
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Congress is Out of the Loop – But That 
Didn’t Stop Harry Reid
• “What we decided to do — it would be 

black money... They would put in their 
defense appropriation bill, 11 million 
bucks. The purpose of it was to study 
aerial phenomena. The money was given, 
a directive was given to the Pentagon, to 
put this out to bid, which they did.”

• Why keep secret if you wanted the public 
to know? “Because I wanted to get 
something done. I didn’t want a debate 
that no one knew what the hell they were 
talking about on the Senate floor.“

https://nymag.com/selectall/2018/03/harry-reid-on-
what-the-government-knows-about-ufos.html
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“Space Force” Technology Revealing
• “The initial move toward building a 

separate Space Force likely will land in 
Colorado Springs”

• “[it seems to be] an illusion of a rapid & 
natural development & progression of 
electrogravitic and other advanced 
technologies … already known and kept 
secret” – Corey Goode

• Many other disclosure scenarios being 
discussed and shared with insiders 
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The Way We Get Information Must Evolve
• Conventional sources can’t be trusted on UFO related topics

• Stay Informed & Aware through MANY sources and viewpoints no 
matter how unpopular, in order to navigate disinformation & 
misinformation

• We must pay very close attention to whistleblowers and esoteric subjects 
to know what is really going on

• The fact of something sounding strange can no longer be a criteria for 
evaluating it’s likelihood of being true 
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Time to Restore Government Oversight

Contact & Educate Congress through www.disclosureviews.org

Doug LambornMichael BennetCory Gardner
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Support Colorado Springs Full Disclosure Efforts 
(www.disclosurecolorado.org)

Schriever AFB Demonstration Space Symposium Demonstration
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